In Section IX" we present attd discuss the four FFBC's.
Finally, ill Section V we describe the details of our numerical study and present the results.
II. Mathematical Formulation Governing Equation
Consider an airfoil with chord length c in a flow with uniform upstream velocity U_ in the .rl direction.
Let the fluid be an ideal gas which is inviscid and non-heat-conducting.
Fat upstream, let '(2"-:(I':'t) 
where _ is the convective de.rivative associated with Dt the mean flow, and co and Po are, respectively, the mean flow speed of sound and density.
The unsteady pressure is given t)3"
For nonuniform mean flows, the coefficients of equation (2.3) and its source term depend strongly on the mean flow quantities. However, for a thin airfoil in a uniform parallel flow, the coefficients decoupie from the mean flow and the source term vanishes. In this case the equation reduces to the constant coefficient convective wave equation
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Boundary Conditions
At the airfoil surface the normal velocity component must vanish_ so that (_n) + _0). ff = 0, or ,_, = _._R} . K. For a fiat plate at zero degrees incidence, this reduces lo
for-._ <xl < c andx.>=0. Across the wake the pressure is continuous, but 0 has a discontinuity AO due to the unsteady circulation.
Applying (2.4) on each side of the vortex sheet behind the airfoil leads to
Finally, 0 must satisfy
III. Numerical Scheme 
is transformed into the frequency domain and reduced to a Hehnholtz equation
0% 02_0
where
Oy fl
To solve (3.6) -(3.9) mm,vrically, we inlroduce elliptic coordinates
(r], _), whe e
and the airfoil boundary cond _ion (3.7) is ---=sin(rrr/)e'*"
The wake condition (3.8) can be integrated to obtain [, ikl(x-l) /fl 2 Ag,= A_._.e.e , x> 1, !1 =0, (3.13) where the subscrip_ t.e. dent es the airfoil trailing edge. For a flat plate, _,0 is an odd function of y, so that for points above and belo,v the wake, '_, = ._sA_ and (3.13) becomes
(3.14)
Since g, is odd, it is neo_ssary to solve (3.11) only in the upper half plane, t)ne therefore imposes the symmetry condition _b = 0 on the streamline ahead of the airfoil.
This cor,,_sponds to '.he line q = 1,{_>0. At the trailing edge, one lmst impose *he Kutta condition. This requires that !_ = 0 at r/ = 0, _ = 0. Finally, we note that con,tition (3.9) cannot be imposed at. any finite distance from the airfoil without causing acoustic waves t,, reflect off the outer grid boundary thereby contaminating the numerical solution.
Instead, one mu,t impose a radiation boundary condition which allows outgoing acoustic waves 1o exit t he coml)ut ational domain.
We discuss this in lhe next section. respectively, where tile frequency k in (4.1) -(4.6) is now identified with K as defined in (3.6b).
V. Numerical Study
The main objectives of our stud3' were to determine which radiation condition was most accurate, which was least sensitive to changes in grid, and which was best overall in terms of both accuracy and etticiency.
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